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Your Dollars
are Making
a Difference
• More than
$5.5 million raised by
The Judy Fund to date.
• 13 research
projects sponsored.
• 521 Alzheimer’s
Association Ambassadors
sponsored, performing
3,183 congressional
visits in fiscal
year 2015.
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Fund Web page at
alz.org/judyfund for
more information about
how you can help in the
fight against Alzheimer’s.

FALL 2015
ELEVENTH
E D I T I O N
S P E C I A L
SPOTLIGHT
ON WOMEN

A newsletter    published exclusively for our friends and supporters

Dear Friends and Family,
In Greek mythology, the beautiful Titan Mnemosyne
symbolized the power of memory. In fact, today’s term,
“mnemonics” or “the art of memory” is derived from
her name. Imagine how significant her role was, in an
age before written history, when sagas and lore were
the only means to share knowledge from the past with
generations of the future. Mnemosyne was the mother
of the nine Muses — a central and powerful female
figure — a goddess of time.
Today, Mnemosyne may also represent the treacherous
loss of power that a disease like Alzheimer’s wreaks on
women around the world. Currently, nearly
two-thirds of the more than 5 million people living
with Alzheimer’s in the United States are women.
Beyond the disproportionate impact Alzheimer’s has
on females as people living with the disease, it doubles
down on our hearts, too — a majority of caregivers,
across all cultures and socioeconomic groups, are
also women. As we began sharing at The Judy Fund
Salon Series over two years ago: Alzheimer's is a
disease of the Mind&Heart. (Learn about our upcoming
event on page 2.)
I know something about the impact on women, as
I am the daughter and granddaughter of Alzheimer’s
disease. Recently, I learned more about the science
behind women’s brains and Alzheimer’s as a guest
observer at Gender Vulnerability Related to Alzheimer’s
Disease, a think tank hosted by the Alzheimer’s
Association® to discuss the question: Why do more
women get Alzheimer’s disease? This first-of-its-kind
assembly brought world-renowned scientists together
to examine the state of knowledge in this field and
direct the guidelines for the Alzheimer’s Association
Women’s Alzheimer’s Research Initiative (WARI),
a multi-million effort that will investigate gender
differences in women and Alzheimer’s disease.
(Read more about the think tank on page 2.)
One of the many scientists around the table at the
think tank was the University of Southern California’s
Dr. Roberta Brinton, who has spent her impressive
career researching and writing about fundamental
female issues such as estrogen, menopause and
their relationship to women’s brains and Alzheimer’s
disease. After listening to the experts, I continued to
read and talk about the vast frontier of women’s brains,
and it led me to a strategic outcome.

The Judy Fund can help
lead the philanthropic
support of WARI. We will
join other generous donors,
including the Sigma Kappa
Foundation and Michelle
and Larry Herbert, to be
among the first to build this
area of research. WARI will
be further strengthened by
the Alzheimer's Association
Wipe Out Alzheimer'sTM
campaign in collaboration
with Maria Shriver.
Maria, who has been a
prominent public face of
Greek Titan, Mnemosyne
the Alzheimer’s movement
for years, remains committed to using her voice and
leadership to Wipe Out Alzheimer’s disease. (Read
more about Wipe Out Alzheimer’s on page 3.)
This year, your gift to The Judy Fund can go twice
as far to advance research and support the Women's
Alzheimer's Research Initiative, illuminating gender
differences in Alzheimer's and dementia. For every
dollar donated to The Judy Fund by June 30, 2016,
the Gelfand family will match up to $100,000 with
a gift to the Association. Join us as The Judy Fund
impacts women and their brains, and helps to change
the course of this disease. Please use the enclosed
envelope or visit alz.org/judyfund to make a donation.
I believe the goddess Mnemosyne would be very
pleased with the work of The Judy Fund, as we
stand here today, 11 years strong, having raised and
funded over $5.5 million in the battle against Alzheimer’s
disease, making The Judy Fund the fastest growing
family fund in the history of the Alzheimer's Association.
Mnemosyne, like Margaret Mead, Judy Gelfand and
other great women know: Never doubt that a small
group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the
world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.
Happy travels!

Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns
Chair
The Judy Fund
alz.org/judyfund
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Women’s Alzheimer’s Research Initiative
explores why women are at a greater risk for Alzheimer’s

W

omen are disproportionately affected by
Alzheimer’s, comprising nearly two-thirds of the
more than 5 million Americans living with the
disease. Researchers don’t yet understand why more women
than men are affected, but they have identified an urgent
need to address major questions like whether differences
in brain structure, disease progression and biological
characteristics contribute to higher prevalence and rates of
cognitive decline.

To lead the charge, the Alzheimer’s Association launched
the Women’s Alzheimer’s Research Initiative (WARI) with
an initial commitment of $5 million to investigate biological
and genetic underpinnings, as well as lifestyles and social
issues. WARI will support research investigating gender
sex differences related to Alzheimer’s disease, shedding
new light on disease processes for men and women alike.
As a first exploratory step, the Association hosted a think
tank on gender vulnerability related to Alzheimer’s disease,
convening experts from around the world.

Dr. Roberta Diaz Brinton

“If we think there is
evidence for gender
differences, we
need to find out:
What are the
strengths and the
weaknesses of that
evidence?” said
Roberta Diaz Brinton,
Ph.D., co-chair of
the Alzheimer’s
Association Gender
Vulnerabilities
Think Tank.

While there are many factors to explore, scientists share
one certainty — that investigating the linkage of gender sex
biology to Alzheimer’s and other dementias is a complex
issue. The think tank zeroed in on three main topics:
biological mechanisms, including the role genetics plays in
Alzheimer’s; hormonal factors, including changes that occur
over a woman’s life that may affect her risk for Alzheimer’s;
and lifestyle factors, such as why the brains and cognitive
health of women may have more vulnerability to factors
such as stress, sleep disorders, depression and
metabolic disorders.
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“Understanding these sex-related factors is fundamental to
understanding Alzheimer’s risk and disease burden,” said
Maria Carrillo, Ph.D., Alzheimer’s Association chief science
officer. “We were excited to host this discussion and get an
idea of where the science should go.”
The think tank was critical in helping the international
research community identify the right questions to ask
and to identify gaps in current knowledge. Participants are
working on a summary of their discussions to be published
in Alzheimer’s & Dementia®: The Journal of the Alzheimer’s
Association later this year. Additionally, the Association will
use the information gathered to issue a scientific call for
proposals, inviting researchers around the world to apply for
grants through the WARI campaign.
“We began The Judy Fund because two great women’s
lives were cut far too short by Alzheimer’s disease: Gertrude
Jaffe and Judy Gelfand,” Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns said.
“Because of them, and so many other women we have
known, we have a deep interest in the disproportionate effect
that Alzheimer’s has on women. We’re pleased to invite our
donors to participate in a unique opportunity to turn interest
into action.”
For every dollar donated to The Judy Fund by June 30, 2016,
the Gelfand family will match up to $100,000 with a gift to the
Alzheimer’s Association.
To make a donation, please use the enclosed envelope or
visit alz.org/judyfund.

Please join us
The Judy Fund Salon Series:
Mind&Heart San Francisco
Sunday, November 1, 2015
2:00 – 4:30 p.m.
San Francisco Film Centre at The Presidio
The Palm Room
39 Keyes Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94129
RSVP to Zaïda at zbedell@alz.org

The Alzheimer’s Association and Maria Shriver

challenge women to Wipe Out Alzheimer’s
Alzheimer’s will fuel the Alzheimer’s Association Women’s
Alzheimer’s Research Initiative to support science investigating
gender differences and Alzhemer’s and other dementias.
“Women are disproportionately affected by Alzheimer’s,”
said Angela Geiger, Alzheimer’s Association chief strategy
officer. “While longevity and lower death rates explain this in
part, there is an urgent need to understand how differences
in brain structure, disease progression, and hormonal and
molecular characteristics may contribute to higher incidence
and rates of cognitive decline. We are thrilled to be partnering
with Maria Shriver and A Woman’s Nation on this exciting
and necessary initiative.”

Maria Shriver

I

n March, the Alzheimer’s Association launched the
Wipe Out Alzheimer’s™ campaign in collaboration with
longtime advocate and champion Maria Shriver.

Wipe Out Alzheimer’s is a global health initiative calling
on women to use their amazing brains to end Alzheimer’s
disease. Informed and inspired by The Shriver Report:
A Woman’s Nation Takes on Alzheimer’s, this multi-pronged
campaign was launched collaboratively by A Woman's
Nation and the Alzheimer's Association. This effort will
mobilize women to raise funds for cutting-edge research and
to get educated, engaged and empowered in the face of this
staggering epidemic.

“Women are at the epicenter of this crisis, which
is why we must be at the heart of the solution,”
said Shriver, founder of A Woman’s Nation.
“We want to better understand Alzheimer’s
disease. And then prevent it, treat it and beat
it. Wipe Out Alzheimer’s is creating a global
community of women activists, agitators and
architects of change to ignite impact.

”

More than five million Americans have Alzheimer’s —
two-thirds of whom are women. In her early 60s, a woman
is about twice as likely to develop Alzheimer’s over the
course of her lifetime as she is to develop breast cancer.
To help address this issue, the funds raised by Wipe Out

For more than a decade, Shriver has been on the front lines
of the fight against Alzheimer’s. In addition to publishing
The Shriver Report: A Woman’s Nation Takes on Alzheimer’s,
she testified before Congress, produced the award-winning
“Alzheimer’s Project” with HBO and wrote the best-selling
children’s book “What’s Happening to Grandpa?”. Most
recently, Shriver served as executive producer of the film
“Still Alice” alongside directors Wash Westmoreland and
the late Richard Glatzer and co-producer Elizabeth Gelfand
Stearns. “Still Alice” earned Julianne Moore an Oscar and was
among the best reviewed and most awarded films of 2014.
To advance the Wipe Out Alzheimer’s Challenge,
Shriver activated a collective of informed, influential
and inspirational women who have committed to
making Alzheimer’s and women’s brains a priority in
their own lives, work and philanthropy. The campaign’s
website, wipeoutalzheimers.org, features a “Big Wall of
Empowerment” with prominent women leaders from the
United States, Canada, Europe and the Middle East who are
on the front lines of the fight. The wall comprises researchers,
advocates, politicians, business leaders, entertainers and
philanthropists, including Dr. Maria Carrillo, Sen. Susan Collins
(R-Maine), Meryl Comer, Leeza Gibbons, Sen. Barbara Mikulski
(D-Md.), Ai-jen Poo, Shonda Rhimes, Ann Romney,
Brooke Shields, Dr. Reisa Sperling, Pat Summitt,
Anne Sweeney, Kimberly Williams-Paisley, Rita Wilson and
many more.
“The Wipe Out Alzheimer’s Challenge is an open invitation.
The key to solving the Alzheimer’s crisis is collaboration,”
said Shriver. “We are mobilizing a global community and
engaging a myriad of organizations. Anyone interested in
wiping out Alzheimer’s is someone I am interested in working
together with.”
alz.org/judyfund
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“Still Alice” keeps Alzheimer’s disease
in the spotlight

R

eaders around the world embraced “Still Alice,”
the 2007 debut novel by Lisa Genova describing
one woman’s journey with Alzheimer’s. Now, a
Sony Pictures Classics film based on the book is breaking
down barriers and changing public perception of the often
misunderstood disease.

“Still Alice” is the story of Alice Howland, a university
professor, wife and mother of three, who learns at age 50 that
she has Alzheimer’s disease. Both the novel and film take
a unique approach to describing Alzheimer’s, showing the
world from Alice’s perspective and bringing readers inside a
brilliant mind battling a disease that cannot yet be prevented,
cured or even slowed.
Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns, chair of The Judy Fund, was
one of the first people to see potential in a film version of
“Still Alice,” long before the novel hit The New York Times
bestseller list and took over book clubs and store shelves.
After watching Genova promote "Still Alice" at the 2008
Alzheimer’s Association Advocacy Forum in Washington,
D.C., Gelfand Stearns bought a copy and couldn’t put it down
until she finished reading the following morning.
“I was blown away by this book because it was, ‘Oh my God,
this could be me!’” said Gelfand Stearns.
With her strong personal connection to the disease and
background in the film industry, Gelfand Stearns knew this
story had to be made into a motion picture. "Still Alice"
producers James Brown and Lex Lutzus brought on directors
Wash Westmoreland and the late Richard Glatzer, along
with Killer Films, and plans were finalized in 2012 for the
screen adaptation. Longtime Alzheimer’s advocate Maria
Shriver joined the team as an executive producer and
Gelfand Stearns as a co-producer. Julianne Moore signed
on for the title role, and Alec Baldwin, Kristen Stewart and
Kate Bosworth rounded out the star-studded cast. After its
premiere at the Toronto Film Festival in September 2014,
Sony Pictures Classics scooped up the film for distribution in
the United States and Canada.
“Still Alice,” which debuted in New York and Los Angeles
in December 2014 and moved into widespread release in
January 2015, was met with critical acclaim. Variety said,
“… suddenly the disease isn’t just something sad that
happens to other people, but a condition we can relate to
firsthand,” and The Hollywood Reporter called the film
“warm, compassionate but bitingly honest.”
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Maria Shriver, Sandy Oltz and Julianne Moore.

On Feb. 22, Alzheimer’s disease was put in the ultimate
spotlight, as Moore took the stage at the Dolby Theatre in
Hollywood to accept the Oscar® at the 87th annual Academy
Awards for her performance.
“I’m so happy — I’m thrilled actually — that we were able to
hopefully shine a light on Alzheimer’s disease,” Moore told
the audience. “So many people with this disease feel isolated
and marginalized, and one of the wonderful things about
movies is it makes us feel seen and not alone. And people
with Alzheimer’s deserve to be seen, so we can find a cure.”
The film, which was translated into more than 30 languages
and released in over 60 countries, was one of the best
reviewed and most awarded films of 2014. But its success can
best be demonstrated by its ability to connect with audiences.
“Cinema is such a universal language. It overcomes cultural
barriers and travels in a way that's a clear reminder that
the human experience truly is a global, shared one,” said
James Brown, “Still Alice” producer. “Cinema is a helpful
tool for facing subjects that are considered scary in real life.
People can sit and 'be' Alice for 90 minutes. That's a brilliant
educational experience for people new to the illness and its
effects, and it's hopefully a reminder to those already dealing
with it that they're not alone. This is why the whole team —
not least of whom Julianne Moore — put so much effort into
remaining honest to the experience.”
With the script in hand, the producers relied on the expertise
of Dr. Maria Carrillo, Alzheimer’s Association chief science
officer. From examining the first draft to reviewing numerous
modifications, Carrillo ensured that the science depicted
reflects today’s knowledge. Moore also did in-depth research
to ensure that she could accurately bring the audience inside
Alice’s mind.

“I knew nothing about Alzheimer’s. I think
I’m actually one those rare people who hadn’t
had any contact with the disease,” Moore said
in an interview with examiner.com. “So I
started working with one of our producers,
Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns, who headed The
Judy Fund and told me about her experiences
with her mother and grandmother.

”

Gelfand Stearns connected the film’s writers with the
Association’s National Early-Stage Advisory Group to gain a
new level of insight. Moore was introduced to former
Early-Stage Advisor Sandy Oltz, a retired surgical nurse who
was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s at age 46. Oltz described
how she received her diagnosis and shared details about the
stigma she faces and how she lives with the disease.
At Oltz’s suggestion, Moore attended a support group at
the Alzheimer’s Association New York City Chapter and
underwent the grueling neuropsychological evaluation that
often precedes an Alzheimer’s diagnosis. The Association
coordinated a meeting between Moore and Dr. Mary Sano,
director of the Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center at Mount
Sinai School of Medicine and a member of the Association’s
Medical and Scientific Advisory Council, who guided Moore
through a day of medical testing. All of the behind-the-scenes
work paid off.
“People still talk about ‘Still Alice’ in almost every early-stage
support group,” said Jed Levine, Alzheimer's Association
New York City Chapter executive vice president. “We hear
from them that the film is an accurate depiction of what
they are going through. I think they feel acknowledged and
validated as a result.”
On the other side of the country in California, “Still Alice”
fueled conversation about how public policy and the
entertainment industry can together foster policy change.
In May, the Santa Monica College Public Policy Institute’s
4th Annual Spring Symposium featured “Still Alice,” as
it explored the topic of “propelling public awareness to
advocate for change.” Wash Westmoreland, co-director of
“Still Alice,” and Gelfand Stearns were on hand to screen
the film. Afterward, Gelfand Stearns moderated a panel

Lisa Genova, James Brown and Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns at the 87th Academy Awards.

discussion that featured State Sen. Ben Allen
(D-Santa Monica), Freddi Segal-Gidan, P.A., Ph.D., and
Barbra McLendon, Alzheimer’s Association California
Southland Chapter public policy director.
The reach of "Still Alice" extended well beyond the
United States, beginning with a screening at the
International Conference of Alzheimer's Disease
International in Perth, Australia.
"The ‘Still Alice’ screening at the ADI 2015 Conference was
extremely well received by approximately 1,000 attendees
from around the world,” said Gerry Sampson, Alzheimer's
Disease International board member and former Alzheimer's
Association national board chair. “Following the showing,
Elizabeth effectively used the film as a base from which to
promote the growing campaign to activate women in the
fight against this disease."
Now available on DVD and Pay-Per-View, “Still Alice”
continues to unite the Alzheimer’s community that was a
driving force behind the film.
“The most incredible thing about the Alzheimer's
community is that it's exactly that — a community,” Brown
said. “I cannot overstate the degree to which that sense
of community led to the success of ‘Still Alice.’ We had
champions of this project at the grassroots level from the day
it was announced and they supported us every step of the
way. I'm hopeful that we did the community justice and were
able to pay back some of that love in the form of broadening
the cultural conversation about Alzheimer's.”

alz.org/judyfund
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Donor Profile:

Harold Matzner

W

hen Harold Matzner met Judy and Marshall
Gelfand at a Palm Springs Art Museum event in
the 1980s, he was instantly hooked. “There was
no resisting their combined magic,” he said.

That magic manifested itself in the form of influence, and by
the end of the evening, Harold had become a supporter of the
museum. Today, he is the executive vice chair and a major
donor — a role that he is sure has Judy smiling. According
to Harold, Judy and Marshall not only developed the culture
of giving at the museum, they were also the most effective
fundraisers in its history.
As one of the most prominent business and philanthropic
leaders in the Palm Springs community, Harold serves on
the boards of directors for and actively supports the
Barbara Sinatra Children’s Center, the Eisenhower Medical
Center, the McCallum Theatre, the Palm Springs International
Film Festival and the not-for-profit Palm Springs Tennis Club
Members Association.
“Active philanthropy gives organizations the resources they
need to fulfill their missions at a high level of quality and
service. It also sets an example for others to follow — and
they do follow,” Harold said.
Harold is a longtime donor to The Judy Fund, which holds
a special place in his heart as a way to honor Judy and help
fight the disease that took his dear friend. “Judy was one of
the most likeable, authentic and caring people I’ve ever met,”
he said. “She was such a capable leader, and I had great
admiration for her compassion for people. It’s gratifying to be
able to honor her legacy through The Judy Fund.”
In addition to making significant contributions to
The Judy Fund, Harold has raised awareness of Alzheimer’s
disease through his work with the Palm Springs International
Film Festival, an organization with which Judy was also
actively involved.
“As chairman of the Awards Gala and the [Palm Springs
International] Film Festival, I was especially proud to be able
to honor Julianne Moore with our Best Actress Award for her
role in the brilliant and moving film, ‘Still Alice,’ for which she
also won the Oscar.”
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In 2006, Harold was honored
with a star on the famed
Palm Springs Walk of Stars
for his distinguished service
as a humanitarian who has
contributed to the charm,
worldwide prominence and
name recognition of the
city. In 2012, Harold joined
with Helene Galen and Bill
Osterman to honor Judy and
Marshall in the same way:
by sponsoring a star in their
name. The star serves as a
lasting tribute to one of Palm
Springs’ great power couples.

Harold Matzner

“Harold Matzner is a great leader and a dear
friend,” said Marshall Gelfand, founder of
The Judy Fund. “He has inspired many to do
important things for our community and his
generosity is without equal. Judy loved Harold
and I continue to appreciate all that he has done
and continues to do for The Judy Fund.
Harold is one of a kind.

”

Judy’s smile and fun-loving spirit were contagious, reaching
every area of Harold’s life. One of Harold’s favorite stories
of her is from a Thanksgiving dinner that included “at least
40 people and two turkeys … and I don’t mean Marshall
and me!” Judy persuaded Harold and Marshall to dress as
pilgrims, complete with tall black hats, and deliver dramatic
readings from "Pilgrim’s Progress."
“Marshall made a very serious pilgrim and Judy laughed
throughout the entire dinner. She knew how to have fun and
how to help others do the same,” Harold said.
Judy left a lasting impact on many, including Harold and the
entire Palm Springs community. If Harold could send her a
message today, it would be: “Judy, you are missed by all of
us who love you!”

Remembering Judy
By Jackie Rudman

I

didn’t know Judy Gelfand. I never met her or had a
conversation with her. But I feel like she could have
been my best friend. Ironic, I know, given that I’m now
married to her husband.

The first time I met Marshall Gelfand, we were seated
together at a charity dinner. We began chatting and went on
to spend the entire evening talking about his wife, Judy, who
was nearing the end of her battle with Alzheimer’s disease.
In addition to describing their storybook marriage, he told
me about Judy receiving her diagnosis after serving
17 years as a caregiver for her mother, who also died from
the disease. It was heartbreaking, but I was amazed by
Marshall’s willingness to share his feelings.
Three months later, I bumped into Marshall at another event.
He asked me to dance, and we’ve been dancing together ever
since. We married in 2008.
Early in our relationship, we hosted small dinner parties to
get to know each other’s friends. Marshall would always
begin the evening with a toast about Judy and how great a
hostess she was. These toasts prompted many friends to ask,
“Jackie, doesn’t this drive you crazy?” The smile I gave was
as genuine as my response:
“If there wasn’t a Judy, there wouldn’t be a Jackie.”
There was so much love between Marshall and Judy
because they taught each other to love deeply. After losing
Judy, Marshall had to have another love, and I’m blessed that
we found each other.”
Marshall’s children and grandchildren have not only accepted
me, they’ve embraced me with their arms and their hearts.
This doesn’t usually happen in second marriages, but it’s
wonderful, and I’m grateful.
In the first year Marshall and I were together, Elizabeth’s son,
Greg, celebrated his bar mitzvah. It was the first major family
affair since Judy died. Worried that my presence would be
a reminder of Judy’s absence, I was hesitant to attend. But
Marshall wouldn’t think of it. Upon our arrival, Elizabeth
greeted us and asked us to take a seat on the stage —
an arrangement that made it difficult to follow my plan
of keeping a low profile. But when I looked out into the
synagogue, everyone was smiling. It was almost as if Judy
whispered in their ears, “This lady is OK. Welcome her.”
Judy and Marshall raised amazing children. They instilled
in them the importance of helping others and taught them

Marshall Gelfand and Jackie Rudman. Photo courtesy of Wade Byars and The Desert Sun.

to be strong, including in the face of adversity. Elizabeth’s
involvement with The Judy Fund is an incredible example of
that. Instead of running away from Alzheimer’s and the dark
cloud it cast over her family, she took over the reins of
The Judy Fund from Marshall and is devoted to fighting
this disease.
Marshall and Elizabeth have inspired me to get involved
with the Alzheimer’s cause. When Marshall was on the
Alzheimer’s Association National Board, I joined him at every
meeting and took notes so that we both could learn more
about the disease. I also gained a deeper understanding of
the Gelfand family’s passion for the cause and their intense
love for Judy.
Today, Judy’s presence is all around me. Her spirit lives on in
her family and friends — people who are now a central part
of my life. And even though I can’t say I remember Judy,
I can honestly say that I love her. I love the person she was,
the family she helped build and the incredible impact she had
on so many lives, including mine. I can’t think of a better
way to thank her than by honoring her legacy through
The Judy Fund.

In addition to being a treasured mother and grandmother, Jackie Rudman
founded the special education department at Francis W. Parker School in
Chicago, Illinois. Jackie is a reader and an armchair political commentator,
and has been deeply loved by family and friends for over eight decades.

alz.org/judyfund
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Judy’s Granddaughters:
Leading the next generation of The Judy Fund

J

acqueline Stearns was nine years old when her
grandmother Judy Gelfand passed away with Alzheimer’s
disease. Now 20, Jackie retains vivid recollections of her 		
beloved Gram.

“I remember running up and down the hallways of Gram’s
house in Palm Springs like it was yesterday,” said Jackie,
daughter of Richard Stearns and Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns.
“I can still hear her singing songs and playing the piano,
which she was still able to do years into her sickness. My final
memories of Gram are of her with wide eyes and smiling.”
Jackie is a senior at the University of Wisconsin-Madison
majoring in biology. This past summer, she worked as a
research assistant at the Wisconsin Alzheimer's Disease
Research Center, where she performed image quality checks
of brain scans for various research studies. One of the
most rewarding aspects of her internship was serving as
co-director of The Incredible Life of the Brain, a “brain camp”
for fourth-, fifth- and sixth-graders held at Edgewood College.
Jackie helped teach the children basic brain anatomy and
explained the organ’s everyday functions and purposes.
“We created clay brains and pipe-cleaner neurons,
went to the local zoo to talk about animal brains and
much more,” Jackie said. “At the end of the week,
every kid created a poster and gave a presentation
about a different brain disease.”
Given that her grandmother had Alzheimer’s and her mother
devotes so much time and energy to fighting the disease
through The Judy Fund, it’s natural that Jackie would
eventually be drawn to researching the disease.
“I’ve always been interested in science, and growing up
so impacted by Alzheimer’s has definitely made me want
to do research for it,” Jackie said. “I’m also at one of the
leading Alzheimer’s centers at one of the world’s top research
universities where I have access to professionals researching
some of the newest and best findings."
"Jackie and all of Judy's grandchildren are the future of
The Judy Fund,” Elizabeth said. “They definitely come at it
with the passion and the understanding of the impact of the
disease from a personal standpoint.”
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Jackie Stearns shows a human brain to participants of The Incredible Life of the Brain
science camp.

“Alzheimer’s statistically affects more
women than men,” Jackie said. “We all
need to be engaged in the fight to wipe out
Alzheimer’s disease.

”

Hi all! I'm Ilana Gelfand,
Judy's oldest granddaughter
and the new social media
director for The Judy Fund.
Want to keep up with The
Judy Fund every day? Follow
us on social media! Keep up
to date on Facebook, Twitter
and Instagram, and be sure to
tag us to spread awareness to
your friends and followers!
Facebook: @The Judy Fund
Twitter: @judyfund
Instagram: @thejudyfund

Participation in Walk to End Alzheimer’s helps

keep Judy’s philanthropic spirit alive

(Front left to right) Lily Kaplan, Ayla Rose Gelfand, Monica Gelfand, Ella Stearns and
Brian Gelfand, (Back left to right) Sophie Gelfand, Ilana Gelfand and Marcie Gelfand.

Partners Trust employees and members of The Judy Fund Walk team.

F

or nearly a decade, The Judy Fund has honored
Judy Gelfand’s philanthropic legacy and active spirit
by participating in the Alzheimer’s Association
Walk to End Alzheimer’s®, the world’s largest event to
raise awareness and funds for Alzheimer’s care, support and
research. Over the last three years, The Judy Fund team
took part in the Walk in Los Angeles, raising over $15,000
for the Association.

Led by cousins Ella Stearns and Sophie Gelfand, both 15,
daughters of Richard Stearns and Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns
and Dean and Marcie Gelfand, the team consists of extended
family members, friends and corporate supporters such as
employees of Gelfand, Rennert & Feldman and Partners
Trust, all who annually join the effort. Making the 2014 event
even more special was the presence of the fourth generation
of The Judy Fund: 2-year-old Ayla Rose Gelfand, daughter
of Brian and Monica Gelfand, and great-granddaughter of
Marshall and Judy Gelfand.
While Ella and Sophie don’t have vivid memories of their
grandmother, The Judy Fund and Walk to End Alzheimer’s, in
particular, provide an outlet for them to feel close to her while
paying tribute to her memory.

Ayla Rose Gelfand with her parents
Monica and Brian Gelfand.

Lily Kaplan, Ella Stearns, Sophie Gelfand
and Ilana Gelfand.

“We were little when our grandmother died, but we have a
connection to her through the stories we’ve been told,”
Ella said. Sophie added, “The Judy Fund is very much a
way for us to honor our grandmother, and Walk is a
great opportunity for us to help lead the way in the fight
against Alzheimer’s.”
The Judy Fund will participate in the 2015 Walk to End
Alzheimer’s on Nov. 8. To join the team or donate,
please visit alz.org/walk.

alz.org/judyfund
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Advocates take Alzheimer’s
fight to Capitol Hill

A

record number of dedicated advocates — nearly
1,000 representing all 50 states — took the fight
against Alzheimer’s disease to Capitol Hill as
part of the 2015 Alzheimer’s Association Advocacy Forum
March 23 – 25. The advocates urged Congress to make
Alzheimer’s a national priority and connected with others
facing the disease.
During the general session on March 24, Dr. Richard Hodes,
director of the National Institute on Aging (NIA), provided
an update on research that is accelerating progress. Hodes
said that advances in imaging and breakthroughs in genetics
provide a potential path toward Alzheimer’s interventions that
were “unthinkable a few years ago.”

“There’s never been a time that the progress
of science has given us so much hope,” Hodes
said. “But there are still challenges ahead.We’re
committed to do all we can to translate ideas and
vision into action.

”

That evening, Wolf Blitzer, CNN’s lead political anchor and
host of “The Situation Room with Wolf Blitzer,” emceed the
Forum’s National Alzheimer’s Dinner, which honors leaders
working to end Alzheimer’s and celebrates advances made in
the battle against it. He presented the Alzheimer’s Association
Sargent and Eunice Shriver Profiles in Dignity Award, which
recognizes individuals whose actions have promoted greater
understanding of Alzheimer’s and its effects on diagnosed
individuals, families and caregivers, to Lisa Genova, author
of “Still Alice.” The book, detailing one woman’s journey
with Alzheimer’s, was made into a film starring Julianne
Moore, who won an Oscar for her performance in the title
role. The film continues to connect with audiences and spark
conversation worldwide.
Genova’s return to the Forum to accept this award brings
her journey with “Still Alice” full circle. In 2008, she debuted
passages from the novel at the Forum, not realizing the
impact the book would have on the Alzheimer’s movement
(read more on page 4).
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Wolf Blitzer presents the Alzheimer’s Association Sargent and Eunice Shriver
Profiles in Dignity Award to Lisa Genova at the 2015 National Alzheimer’s Dinner.

“I wrote a book. It became a movie.
It’s changing the world,” Genova said.
“I want to thank all of you, because you’re all
here making a difference and changing the world.
Every single voice matters. Be heard.

”

In the culmination of the Forum on March 25, known as
Hill Day, delegates worked their way through the halls
of congressional buildings, lobbying elected officials to
support the Association’s priorities of increasing the federal
commitment to Alzheimer’s research and improve access to
care planning.

Ambassadors efforts
help lead to historic

funding increase

T

he Alzheimer's Association Ambassador Program,
supported by The Judy Fund, is designed to
enhance the Association’s federal government
relations efforts through personal contact with targeted
members of Congress. Ambassadors build relationships with
decision-makers and their staff, holding them accountable
to their commitment to fight Alzheimer’s.
Their efforts, coupled with the voices of advocates
nationwide, were rewarded in June when the Senate
Appropriations Subcommittee and the House
Appropriations Subcommittee approved historic increases
in federal Alzheimer’s research funding ($350 million and
$300 million, respectively). If passed into law, this funding
would be a significant step toward accomplishing the first
goal of the National Plan to Address Alzheimer's Disease: to
prevent and effectively treat Alzheimer’s by 2025.

Maggie Ownbey, Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns and Susan Ownbey-Menaker.

“Ambassadors have played a pivotal role in
the passage of the National Alzheimer’s Project
Act, the Alzheimer’s Accountability Act and
the recent funding victories on Capitol Hill.

”

This bipartisan effort shows that leaders on Capitol Hill are
in agreement that the burden Alzheimer’s places on families
and the nation must be addressed now,” said Alzheimer’s
Association President and CEO Harry Johns.

Former Ambassadors Maggie Ownbey and Susan OwnbeyMenaker lost their mother and an uncle to Alzheimer’s, and
Susan’s mother-in-law also passed away with the disease.
Maggie was an Ambassador to Rep. Adam Schiff (D-Calif.),
and Susan to Rep. Tony Cárdenas (D-Calif.). They remain
great advocates for the cause.

Marshall Gelfand, founder of The Judy Fund, is proud
of the contributions Ambassadors make in ensuring that
Alzheimer’s disease gets the attention it needs
in Washington.

“We made a promise to our mom to never stop fighting for
her,” Maggie said. “Ambassadors are amazing people who
are living with this disease or fighting on behalf of someone
they love who is.”

“The generosity of our loyal donors —

Susan is appreciative of The Judy Fund’s support of the
Ambassador program.

individuals who give anywhere from $25 to
$2,500 to $25,000 — fuels the continued success
of the Ambassador program,” Gelfand said.

“My gratitude for The Judy Fund is immeasurable,” Susan
said. “I adore Liz and find her words and work extremely
inspiring. As a daughter, I understand the passion and
urgency to fight this disease on a whole different level.”

alz.org/judyfund
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Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity
launches No Shave November and more in support of The Judy Fund

O

nce again, the men of Sigma Alpha Mu (ΣAM)
Fraternity have exceeded their previous year’s
fundraising total for The Judy Fund, the fraternity’s
national charity of choice since 2005. Last year, they raised
$73,348; during the 2014-15 academic year, they raised
$103,013, hitting six figures for the first time in the history
of their partnership, thanks in part to the launch of their
signature fundraising event, No Shave November for
The Judy Fund.

“I am so proud of our members, and not just
the collegiates,” said Leland D. Manders, SAM
executive director. “We had alumni get involved
in No Shave November, and they participated in
other ways as well.The fraternity is a lifetime
commitment, and so is our commitment to its
values, including a spirit of service to our fellow
men and women.

”

No Shave November
In fall 2014, the men of Sigma Alpha
Mu participated for the first time
in No Shave November for The
Judy Fund. Chapters and alumni
groups around the country grew
facial hair for the entire month and
asked families, friends and others to
sponsor their efforts. They had fun
documenting the month on social
media to create awareness and raised an amazing $47,794
with the support of over 700 donors.
The top fundraising chapters were Mu Psi, Miami University
of Ohio, $7,884; Sigma Iota, University of Michigan, $7,710;
and Beta Iota, University of Wisconsin, $5,665. Coming in
fourth and worthy of special mention was the Sigma Alpha
Mu Official Family, which included its board members and
other volunteer leaders who raised $4,491. Andrew Ahitow,
supreme prior of the Octagon, i.e., ΣAM’s board chair, led the
Official Family’s No Shave November drive.
“I’m a big believer in leading by example, in not only saying
but doing,” said Ahitow. “It was fun, and I’m proud of my
brothers and our work to end Alzheimer’s. My beard came in
nicely, too. I even decided to keep it.”
Sammies (as they are known) will again be “growing beards
long to keep brains strong” this November. Elizabeth Gelfand
Stearns, chair of The Judy Fund, knows there is much more
success to come.
“I have spent my life surrounded by Sammies,” said
Gelfand Stearns. “When I was a young girl, I would join my
father’s pilgrimage to Syracuse for ΣAM homecoming each
year. Decades later, my nephew Brian was a ΣAM at Penn
and my son Greg is a ΣAM at Michigan. I’m not surprised at
all by the tenacity and commitment ΣAM has brought to
The Judy Fund. No Shave November is the latest example in
a legacy of having fun and doing good things.”

Sigma Alpha Mu Supreme Prior Andrew Ahitow presents a check to The Judy Fund Chair
Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns at the fraternity’s 2015 Leadership Conference and Convention.
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Jesse
Freeman,
ΣAM alumni

Marc
Schwartz,
ΣAM alumni

An Ongoing Commitment
ΣAM chapters have been hosting creative fundraisers since
the beginning of the partnership with The Judy Fund and
the Alzheimer’s Association. Every year, the men stage poker
tournaments, host dinners, hold sports competitions and do
much more to help people affected by Alzheimer’s disease.
During the 2014–15 academic year, many chapters held
their own events, in addition to participating in
No Shave November.

Joshua Barkow and Jared Fogle of the University of Virginia Beta Psi chapter at the
All You Can Eat’sters fundraiser.

“These outstanding results exemplify a deeply

The men of the Kappa chapter at the University of Minnesota host the BIKE-4-JUDY
cycling fundraiser.

meaningful partnership that began in 1948
when Marshall pledged ΣAM at Syracuse,”
Gelfand Stearns remarked. “Generations later,
the work that ΣAM has done for The Judy Fund
is what fraternity is all about.Thank you,
Sigma Alpha Mu; thank you, Sammies.

”

In May 2015, the men of the Kappa chapter at the University
of Minnesota, in partnership with the University’s Chabad
House, hosted BIKE-4-JUDY, a cycling fundraiser.
Participants rode a 15-mile loop in Minneapolis, raising
$1,830. With several other donations and their No Shave
November results, the Kappa chapter amassed $4,307.
In April 2015, the Beta Psi chapter at the University of Virginia
raised $5,300 in its second annual All You Can Eat’sters, an
event that includes a variety of tailgate games, live music
and “infinite” food. Add to that their fundraising through
No Shave November and the Alzheimer’s Association
Walk to End Alzheimer’s, the men of Beta Psi brought in
a total of $7,770.

Syracuse Chapter Honors Gelfand
Sigma Alpha Mu’s Eta Chapter at Syracuse University
is honoring their longtime alumni leader and Lifetime
Member of the Syracuse University Board of Trustees,
Marshall M. Gelfand ’50, by naming their new house:
The Marshall M. Gelfand Eta Chapter House.

alz.org/judyfund
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Alzheimer’s researchers
present potential breakthroughs at

AAIC 15
Women and cognitive decline
Studies reported at AAIC suggest that women with mild
cognitive impairment (MCI) experience two times faster
decline in cognition than men with MCI. MCI involves a slight
but noticeable and measurable decline in cognitive abilities,
including memory and thinking skills, but the changes are
not severe enough to interfere with daily life or independent
function. A person with MCI is at an increased risk of
developing Alzheimer's or another dementia.

“Women are disproportionately affected by
Maria Carrillo, Alzheimer’s Association chief science officer.

M

ore than 4,500 of the world’s leading scientists
convened at the Alzheimer’s Association
International Conference® 2015 (AAIC®),
the premier annual forum for the presentation and discussion
of the latest Alzheimer’s and dementia research. Held
July 18 – 23 in Washington, D.C., the meeting featured
researchers from 65 countries, nearly 500 expert speakers
and more than 1,200 poster presentations.

Research highlights included:
New ways to predict the development of Alzheimer’s
Four studies reported at AAIC suggest that brain scans,
memory tests and body fluids such as saliva may be key
to understanding a person’s likelihood of developing
Alzheimer’s, even among those who don’t yet have memory
and thinking problems associated with the disease.
Two of the studies reported that an excess of certain proteins
in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) may be strong predictors of
Alzheimer’s and that the accuracy of these predictions
increases when other diagnostic tools such as memory tests
or MRI brain scans are also included in the assessment.
A third study highlighted the emerging ways of detecting
inflammation in the brain by taking images with PET scans,
which could one day be used to monitor the impact of
potential treatments to protect the brain. Lastly, a small but
intriguing study suggested it could be possible to detect
Alzheimer’s-like changes in saliva, which is easily obtained,
safe and affordable.
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Alzheimer’s, and there is an urgent need to
understand if differences in brain structure,
disease progression, and biological characteristics
contribute to higher prevalence and rates of
cognitive decline, said Maria Carrillo, Ph.D.,
Alzheimer’s Association chief science officer.

”

(Read more about how the Association is leading research
in gender and biological sex vulnerabilities related to
Alzheimer’s disease on page 2.)
School performance and late-life dementia
Research presented at AAIC reported on how childhood
school performance, formal education and the complexity of
a person’s job may impact later life risk of dementia. Swedish
scientists followed more than 7,500 people aged 65 or older
for more than 20 years to identify individuals that developed
dementia. They also collected data they thought might relate
to late-life risk of Alzheimer’s or other dementia, such as
educational attainment, occupational complexity and school
grades from ages 9 – 10.
Dementia risk was elevated 21 percent in people who were
in the lowest 20 percent of childhood school grades in this
population. Importantly, high occupational complexity could
not compensate for the effect of low childhood school marks.
Lowest dementia risk (39 percent reduction) was found in the
group who had both higher childhood school performance and
high occupational complexity with data. The findings indicate
that cognitive engagement and abilities may provide the
foundation for successful cognitive aging much later in life.
For more information on AAIC research highlights,
visit alz.org/aaic.

Alliance of Women’s Alzheimer’s

Researchers meets at AAIC

T

he Alliance of Women’s Alzheimer’s Researchers
(AWARE) held a session during AAIC that
addressed the challenges and opportunities for
women in science. The two-hour program featured eminent
female scientific leaders offering an appreciation of their
personal career trajectories and insight into identifying
mentorship, resources and professional opportunities for
Alzheimer’s researchers.
Maria Carrillo, Ph.D., Alzheimer’s Association chief science
officer, moderated the discussion and commented on the
growth in the number of female researchers attending AAIC.
Among the panel highlights, Dr. Vivian Pinn, retired director
of the National Institutes of Health Office of Research on
Women’s Health, noted that in the 1960s, the question
posed to female researchers was, “Can women in science
have success and a family at the same time?” She remarked
that the question is still being asked, which means that
although progress has been made, women scientists still
have a way to go to gain acceptance. Pinn also related
an anecdote about how difficult it can be for female
researchers to be taken seriously.

The Alliance of Women’s Alzheimer’s Researchers gathers at AAIC.

“In my first semester of med school in 1963,
a classmate came up to me and said, ‘You have
no business being here — women's brains are
smaller than men’s, so you’re just taking up a
spot that a man should have,’” she said. “Guess
what? He flunked out and I didn’t. I’ve known
since 1967 that the size of your brain doesn’t
predict your academic success.

Dr.Vivian Pinn

”
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Young donors support
The Judy Fund

Dawn Presse’s 2014-15 fifth-grade class at Foster City School in Foster City, California, donates a portion of its winnings from a science competition to The Judy Fund.
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The Judy Fund

Donors

The Judy Fund is deeply grateful for the support and generosity of all donors.
The following partial list represents only our donors at the Alois Society level and above.

Aspire Society
President’s Level

Sponsor Level continued

Benefactor Level continued

$100,000 – $499,999

$25,000 – $99,999
Daniel J. Hurwitz
Richard Kandel
The Estate of Mr. Edward Klein
Elaine and Edwin London
Momentous Insurance Brokerage, Inc
Linda and Ronald Nash
Cydney and William N. Osterman
Bette and William PattisThe Pattis Family Foundation
The Alan Rafkin Foundation
Ellen and Irwin Rennert
Thelma Schnitzer
Daniel Schwartz
Dennis Seidenfeld
Elizabeth Gelfand Stearns and Richard Stearns
Anita and Allan Sutton
Marjorie Victor
Will and Jada Smith Family Foundation
Jan and Stephen Winston
Sandra R.Young
Herman Wouk
Lynn and Robert Zimmer

$10,000 – $24,999

Annenberg Foundation
Anonymous
City National Bank
Neil Diamond
Bob Dylan
Marshall Gelfand and Family
Gelfand, Rennert & Feldman LLP
Doreen and Todd Gelfand
Joy and Harry Goldstein
Jackie Lee and James Houston
Sue Ann and Richard Masson
Barbara and Garry Marshall
Harold Matzner
Newman's Own FoundationMr. and Mrs. Arthur Newman
Sigma Alpha Mu
Barbara A. Sinatra
Marilyn Swift Tennity Foundation
Barbara and Stanley R. Zax

Sponsor Level
$25,000 – $99,999
The Auen Foundation
Caroline and David Babcock
Beach Drapery
Berman Charitable Trust
Terry and Russel Bernard
Nicholas Brown
Pacific Premier Bank
Cecelia Carr
Jean C. Carrus
Tracy Chapman
Peggy and Donald H. Cravens
Barbara Fremont
Joyce and Henry Freund
Helene Galen
Randi and Jeffrey Gillman
The Berry Gordy Family Foundation
Joan H. Holland and Eli Glassman

Benefactor Level
$10,000 – $24,999
Agua Caliente Band of Cahuilla Indians
Anonymous
Elaine Blitz
Betty Bloomfield
Virginia Becker
The Donald Bellisario Trust
Crown Family
Desert Healthcare District
Matthew Dragicevich Charitable
Remainder Trust
Penny and Lowell Dreyfus
Edison International
Eisenhower Medical Center
Rina Eliashar

Margaret and Robert Fagenson
Nancy and Robert Fraiman
Marcie and Dean Gelfand
Diane and Harold Gershowitz
Dorothy Goldstein
Helen and Alan Greene
William L. Harper, Jr.
Noreen and Doug Herzog
Anne Holland
Ellen and Todd Kamelhar
Pat and David Kaplan
Carla Kirkeby
Roberta and Clayton Klein
Robert Leberman
Annette and Theodore Lerner
David Lyons
Donna MacMillan
Joan and Donald Maltzman
Mariner Health Care Management
Marriott Senior Living Services
JoAnn McGrath
Newman's Own FoundationJoanne Woodward Newman
Sandra Ovesen and Harry Dean
Susan and P.Vincent Picchione
Diane and Harry Rinker
Sandra and Stuart Roth
Sherman’s Deli & Bakery
Marion and Jerome H. Stone
Jacqueline Suitt
Sunrise Senior Living
Ralph Tash
Caroline and James Taylor
Carol Traub
Marilyn J. Weston
Vista Cove - Rancho Mirage
Gilda and Daniel Zirinsky

alz.org/judyfund
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The Judy Fund

Donors
Alois Society

$1,000 – $9,999
Leslie and Michael Aday
Agua Caliente Cultural Museum
Ruth M. Albert
Melissa and Douglas Allensworth
Mariann and Phil Z. Altfeld
Anastasia and Jerome Angel
Anonymous (5)
Robert Archer
Meredith and William Asher
Autry Foundation
Joan Baker
Lawrence Barnett
Carol Bayless
Jackie and Jack Benaroya
Lace and Richard Bencivengo
Shirley and Edwin Benkowski
Robert L. Bennion and
Joseph DeVille
Gerald E. Benston
Laurie Berman
Geraldine Bernabucci
Carol and Glenn J. Bjorklund
Edra Blixseth
Raymond E. Bodeur
Sherry and John Boop
Sandra and. Robert A. Borns
Betty and George Bovis
Boyer Family Charitable Foundation
Myrna and David Braun
Brighton Gardens
Dorothy Broderick
Patrick R. Burke
Ettie and Gerard Butters
California Nursing &
Rehabilitation Center
Dr. and Mrs. Lawrence Campbell
Canyon Foundation
Tim Casey
Patsy and Robert Casteel
Harriett and Myron Cholden
Harvey Chernof
Helena Chui
City of Rancho Mirage
CLFS Equities, LLP
Walter Clark
Cyma and Leo Cohen
Jackie and Eddie Cohen
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Coldwell Banker Residential
Brokerage Corp.
Ardean and Albert Cook
Country Villa Rancho Mirage
Patricia D. Craine
Gerald B. Cramer
Lauri and Dennis Crane
Crosby Family Foundation
Crossfields Insurance Brokerage, LLC
John Cucci
Inese and Jeffrey Cummings
Marjorie and Stephen J. Curtis
Michele and Mark DeMille
The Living Desert
Desert Samaritans for the Elderly
Judith and Richard Dezelan
Nancy and Dennis Ditlove
Eileen and John Donnelly
Robert Dorfman
Laurie and Scott Dubchansky
East Bay Community Foundation
Evelyn Edidin
Donald Edwards
Nancy and Kevin Fahey
Bernice and Scott Falltrick
Edith and Arnold Familian
William F. Farley
Shelley Fabares-Farrell and
Mike Farrell
Janet M. Fawcett
Margarete and
Rabbi Morley T. Feinstein
Freyda and Ronald Feldman
Deborah and Ronald Fellman
Judge Norman Fenton
Cheryl and Robert Fey
Bernie Fine
Barry B. Finestone
David Finn
Sandra and Chip Fisher
Burton Fogelman and Donald Crouse
Gerald W. Fogelson
Betty Ford Center
Carol and Ronald A. Fragen
Irene and Wallace Franson
Barbara L. Fuller
Franklin T. Gaeta
Mary B. Garber
Carol and Roger Gavin

Leslie and Robert Gebhart
Stephen Geist
GEMI, LLC
Lisa Genova
Gayle and Jeff Gerber
Brooke R. Giannetti
Karen and Robert Ginsberg
Marsha Gleeman
Morris Glickman Foundation, Inc.
Sandra Gordon
Beth Goss and Greg Michelson
James R. Greenbaum
Lovey and Irving M. Greenberg
Stefanie and Jonathan Greenberg
Paul Greenberg
Greenspan Family Foundation
Lee and James Greenwald
Earl Greinetz
Atria Hacienda
Rosalind and Stan Hack
Alex Haimes
Marilyn and Monty Hall
Elizabeth Halt
William L. Harper, Jr.
Mary Hatfield
Laverne and Martin Hecht
Medora and Henry Heilbron
The Held Foundation
Marlene Hennessey
Gabriele and Gilbert Herer
Hertz & Lichtenstein, LLP
Herbert Hirsh
Helene and Philip E. Hixon
Barbara and Stephen Hoffmann
Roberta Holland
Gerda and Samuel Hook
Rabbi Joseph M. Hurwitz
Tamar Hurwitz
Hyman Levine Family Foundation
Temple Isaiah
Iowa Foundation for Education,
Environment & Arts
Danielle and David Jackel
Lois and Robert Jackman
Deborah and Arthur L. Jacobson
The Benjamin Jacobson
& Sons Foundation
Marjorie James
Greg Johnson

Milton W. Jones
Rosalie and Gerald Kahn
Jill Kalman and Bruce Blank
Pat and David Kaplan
Harriet and Ernest Karmin
Malvin and
Ruth Kaufman Foundation
Steven S. Kay
Barbara and Jerry Keller
Edie and Robert Keller
Kessler Family Foundation
Joe Kirshenbaum
Mort Kirshner
Joanne and Fred Klein
Beverly and Sid Kline
Lorraine and Joby Koffman
Joseph B. Koffman
Melissa and Arthur Kreitenberg
Jean and Todd Landry
Marvin H. Leaf
Joyce and Jeffrey Levine
Marvin Levy
Sherrie Levy
Linda and James Lippman
Janice Lyle
Jean M. Margolin
Donna and Doug Martin
Barbara and Samuel Mason
Eileen and Earl Mason
McCallum Theatre Friends of the
Cultural Center
McCorkle Toor Family Trust
Pamela and Kevin McGuire
Sue and Woody McHarg
Joan Mendelson
Cliff Mendelson
Elaine Merrell
Merrill Lynch & Co. Foundation, Inc.
Dorothy and Albert Milauskas
Judy and Gary Miller
Joan and Mickey Mintz
Mirage Inn
Charles M. Monell
Monterey Fund Inc.
Patricia J. Moredock
Warren D. Camp and Doug Morin
Melissa Moritz
Barbara and Milton Moritz
Melisa and Steven Moritz

Nancy and Hartwig Moss
Tamatha and Richard Mozenter
Muriel Myerson
Melinda S. Nakaya
Newman's Own FoundationLissy Newman and Raphe Elkind
Northern Trust Bank
Candice and David Orbach
Annette and Noah Osnos
A E. Oygar
Faye and Henry Panasci
Barbara Perschetz
Joanna and William Persky
Mady and David Phillips
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips
Marla and Lee Phillips
Vickie and John Phillips
Cathy and Laurence Pitts
Barbara Platt
Mary Pickford Foundation
Sarah and Richard Pietrafesa
Michael J. Plummer
Thomas C. Prentice
Linda and Reinhold Press
Peggy Proctor
H. Lewis Rapaport
Carol and Doug Rawson
Toni and David Reamer
Edward Redstone
Susan and Harold Reichwald
Guthy-Renker
Dennis C. Revell
Sandy and Floyd Rhodes
Sheila and Alvyn Riemer
Nancy and John Rinell
The Ritz Carlton Hotel Company
Mathew Jay Roach
Mary and Robert Roche
Ellen and Steven Rogin
Ruth and Sam Rose
Lenore and Stanley Rose
Jeffrey I. Rosen
Marilyn and Donald Rosenblit
Marion and Robert Rosenthal
Brenda and Howard Rosin
Muriel L. Rottenberg
Louis Rottenberg
The Rubach Family Foundation
Tim Ryan

Barbara and Howard Saks
Ellen and Robert Sanitsky
Deborah and Carlos Santana
Sandi and Edward Satlin
Herbert Saxon
Arthur Schiff
James Schlecht
Hubert M. Schlosberg, Esq.
Stanley G. Schneider
Esther and Walter Schoenfeld Fund
Sherry and Howard Schor
Donald Schupak
Joan and Nathan Schwartzman
Sol Schwartzman
Senior Living Options of the Desert Inc.
Shalhoub Management Co, Inc.
Carolyn and Don Shagrin
Annette and Leonard Shapiro
Rena and Bernie Shapiro
Anita and Keith Sharf
James J. Shea, Jr.
Maria Sheehan
Ronald J. Sheehan
Scott Shriner
Michael Shuken
Patricia and Robert Shuken
Dina and Howard Silverman
Fred Simon
Sarah and Kenneth Simonds
Steve Slavkin Productions
Slosburg Family Charitable Trust
Mary Small
Michael V. Smith
Julie and Alan B. Solursh
Southern California Edison Co.
Mary L. Souza
Burton Spivack
Patty and Larry Spicer
Nancy Stark and Stanley Iezman
Alison and Neal Stearns
Wanda and Don Stein
Joyce and Joseph Stein
Irving Steinman
Bonnie Winston Sugarman
Sheila Sumari
Sunrise Assisted Living
Rozene R. Supple
Pamela and Peter Takiff
Dennis H. Talaga

Elaine R. Thompson
Henry J. Thierry
Thomas Safran & Associates
Tiffany and Company
Harold E. Tivol Revocable Trust
Tad Trout
Sherwyn Turbow
Janet and Bruce C. Underwood
Universal Studios Matching
Contribution Program
Maureen and Larry Varnes
Helen Varon
Cyril Wagner
Alan S. Waldbaum
Penelope and Charles D. Walker
Marjorie H. Wallace
Ed Walsh
Beth and Eugene Weisberg
Wellington Place Of Rancho Mirage
Shaun White
Catherine Wiatt
Richard Williamson
Melinda and Robert Winet
Michael D. Wohl
Sheila Wohl
Barbara Woock
Alexandra Bouchereau and
Michael Yanoscik
Ziffren, Brittenham, Branca, et al
Suzanne and Hans Zimmer

“Never
doubt that a
small group
of thoughtful,
committed
citizens can
change the
world; indeed,
it is the only
thing that
ever has.”
Margaret Mead
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october 2015
17

Hilarity for Charity® Variety Show: 		
		 James Franco's Bar Mitzvah
		 Los Angeles, CA

27

New York Rita Hayworth Gala
		 New York, NY

		
november 2015
1

The Judy Fund Salon Series: 		
		Mind&Heart
		
San Francisco, CA
		 RSVP to zbedell@alz.org

3

Zenith Society Meeting
		
San Francisco, CA

8

Walk to End Alzheimer's®
		
Los Angeles, CA

27

february 2016

Walk to End Alzheimer’s®
Coachella Valley
		
Palm Desert, CA
		

9

march 2016

A Night at Sardi's
		 Beverly Hills, CA

5

The Judy Fund lovingly remembers Peter Grad, an Alzheimer’s champion, who,
along with his wife Laurie Burrows Grad, created and chaired “A Night at Sardi’s.”
Over the last 23 years, the event has raised concern, awareness and more than
$27 million for the Alzheimer's Association. Peter will forever be a shining star
for us all.

april 2016

National Alzheimer's Dinner
		 Washington, D.C.

		 may 2016
7

Chicago Rita Hayworth Gala
		 Chicago, IL

july 2016
24-28

The Alzheimer’s Association is deeply grateful to the families, friends, business colleagues and
corporations who have so generously supported the founding and growth of The Judy Fund.

Alzheimer’s Association 			
		 International Conference® 2016
		
Toronto, Canada		

Marshall M. Gelfand and his family established The Judy Fund in 2003 in loving memory
of his wife, Judy Gelfand. Since its inception, this family fund has raised more than
$5.5 million in support of the Alzheimer’s Association to help prevent this disease from striking
future generations.

		 To learn more about the above
		 events, visit alz.org. To make a 		
		 donation, visit alz.org/judyfund.

Your support has enabled The Judy Fund to finance public policy efforts and vital research
grants, including the Association’s funding for Pioneer and Zenith Fellow Awards. Thank you for
joining the Gelfand family in helping to advance the mission of the Alzheimer’s Association.

